World-Class Therapy in Your Classroom
Every Student Succeeds.

It’s a powerful, essential goal: to provide every child with the education and services necessary for his or her success.

In many school districts, however, the goal is simply out of reach.

Our mission is to ensure that every child, regardless of geographical location and individual needs, receives exceptional therapy by exceptional therapists to shape an exceptional future.
Global Teletherapy is a national leader in teletherapy.

The Maryland-based corporation staffs school districts across the country with independent speech therapists, occupational therapists, and mental health clinicians – including social workers, school psychologists, and counselors – who provide services to students anywhere in the US via online videoconferencing.

High-quality services are in high demand, and school districts – especially those in remote areas – struggle to keep up with state mandates. The result: a dearth of qualified therapists that increases exponentially every year. The negative impact of the shortage is multifaceted and potentially devastating to both students and schools.

The lack of capable therapists leads to:

- **Overburdened therapists** who experience burnout and are unable to provide sufficient attention to students
- **Increased costs** to the school district for recruiting and turnover expenses
- **Impeded student progress** due to inconsistent, inadequate, or ineffective therapy
- **Higher dropout rates** among students whose needs are not met
- **Compliance issues** when IEP goals are not met
- **Dissatisfied parents** of students who are unable to reach their potential

Global Teletherapy was founded on, and continues to be driven by, a passion for education and student success; with strategic use of modern technology, every student can thrive.
Online therapy offers a variety of unique benefits:

**Quality**
Every therapist is carefully selected and continuously monitored to ensure students are receiving superior therapy regardless of location.

**Accessibility**
Hundreds of qualified therapists in our network are readily available for as many or as few hours necessary.

**Convenience**
Straightforward, easy-to-implement technology brings the therapist right to your school.

**Privacy**
Every session and all student data is completely secure in our system, which is encrypted in compliance with HIPAA and FERPA regulations.

**Child-friendliness**
Students enjoy motivating, stimulating computer-based activities and high-tech videoconferencing.

**Affordability**
Teletherapy eliminates travel-related inconveniences and expenses as well as hiring costs.

**Effectiveness**
Students are assigned therapists based on specialty for targeted, constructive therapy.

**Responsiveness**
The client-centric system ensures that every school and student receives tailored, prompt support and superior customer service.

**Flexibility**
Schedule therapy sessions at times that are convenient for your students.

**Efficiency**
Therapy is delivered in a seamless, consistent manner designed to maximize every session.

**Consistent**
Online therapy removes gaps in therapy that occur when onsite therapists are unavailable due to illness, vacation, or relocation.

**Simple**
With dedicated school relationship managers, caseloads become manageable and communication effective.
Global Teletherapy was established in 2014 as an online speech and language therapy agency; our scope of services quickly broadened to include occupational therapy and mental health services.

**Therapy Services**
- **Speech therapy**: services and evaluations
- **Occupational therapy**: services and evaluations
- **Counseling and mental health**: services and evaluations
- **Psychoeducational testing**: evaluations, record reviews, behavior plans

**Who We Serve**
Through Global Teletherapy, expert therapists provide life-changing services to over 6,000 K-12 students in public schools, charter schools, and virtual schools in 32 states.

**Our Therapists**
We currently staff schools with hundreds of highly qualified therapists who are licensed in multiple states, with access to hundreds more in each discipline to meet our clients' growing needs.
- Speech-language pathologists
- Occupational therapists
- Social workers
- School psychologists
- Counselors

The therapists associated with Global Teletherapy are fully licensed and certified in the states in which they provide services.
THE TELTHERAPY PROCESS.

1. The school contacts Global Teletherapy

2. We assign a dedicated liaison to the school and provide access to executive staff

3. Lead therapists work together with the recruitment department and liaisons to recruit, retain, and issue assignments to top-quality therapists

4. Students are matched to appropriate therapists based on their needs
Testimonials

“Working with Global Teletherapy has been a great experience for us at Mosaic Academy, a charter school in northwest New Mexico. Some members of our staff were hesitant to pursue social work via teletherapy but it has worked out very well. It has been a success for our students, and we are looking forward to our second year of offering social work services through this company!”
—Diane Mitler, Principal, Mosaic Academy

“I had fears about using an internet-based company to provide speech services, but Global Teletherapy has done a nice job working with us and our students. The students enjoy using the technology in a purposeful way and are making good progress in their speech deficits.”
—Jon Hanson, Director of Special Education, McCook Public Schools, ESU 15

“I was skeptical about the whole online thing; however, Global Teletherapy was able to find quality speech pathologists to work with our students and meet our needs. We are unable to hire onsite therapists due to a shortage in our area; this has been a good alternative for us.”
—Peggy Romshek, Special Services Director, North Platte Public Schools
Solve your staffing shortage.

Contact Global Teletherapy to learn more and to schedule a demo.